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Abstract

Switch Filter is a conceptually simple but effective noise suppression frlter. It has

been demonstrated, by many researchers, that the switch f,rlter can remove impulsive noise

while preserving image details for greyscale image. In this work, this nonlinear f,ilter is

extended to process color image with both Mean Filter and Vector Median Filter

incorporated in the framework for noise detection. The L'Fa'+b>r color space is selected as a

perceptually uniform color space, which is a suitable model for Switch Filter to detect

noise by comparing color difference. The conversion between ¡1n¿ [,>rsiFþtr color space and

the traditional RGB color space is nonlinear, which results in the dependence of the noise

variance on the mean level. To preserve the property of noise, a variance stabilization

transformation is derived. Extensive simulation studies demonstrate that such filter

structure has a better performance than Sigma Filter when dealing with impulsive noise

and a comparable ouþut for the case of Gaussian noise.
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Ghapter I lntroduction

1.1 Background

Noise removal filtering is one of the most fundamental research topics in image

processing. Noise is unavoidable during image acquisition and image transmission. The

image sensor is affected by a variety factors such as the temperature, the environmental

conditions, and the quality of the sensor. Also, the channel interference is the principal

source of noise during image transmission. To recover the noise-comrpted image to its

"ideal" condition is an important and necessary pre-image processing step before any other

image operations, such as segmentation, enhancement, and classif,rcation can be

performed.

Image, as the reflection of the real world, contains abrupt changes or discontinuities

to describe the shape of the objects. Thus, maintaining the sharpness of the edges is as

important as removing the noise in the image. The traditional linear f,rlters, the Wiener

filter and the Gaussian low-pass filter as an example, usually smooth out the noise values

with the expense of blurring the image, which results in the reduction of the image quality

and the limitations for further image operations. For greyscale images, many efforts have

been devoted to reducing this undesired side effect. A large class of nonlinear filters

stemming from the theory of vertical weighting [1] [2], order statistics [3], and vector

quantization [4] have been proposed.

The environment around human being is full of color features, and the perception

of color is of paramount important to be used by human to recognize objects and collect

information. In the last th¡ee decades, with the rapid development of the computation



power of computers, colors are becoming increasingly cheaper and easier to be generated

and displayed, the use of color turns out to be more and more essential in the apptications

of computer vision and digital image processing.

Although a lot of noise removal algorithms have been developed for grey level

image processing, it is essential to extend and/or reformulate them to process color image

with the understanding of the mechanisms of color vision and the properties of color space.

Applying the noise reduction methods developed for greyscale image directly to color

image, like processing color channels separately, may be inappropriate due to unexpected

color artefacts introduced. Therefore, the transition of these greyscale techniques to color

image processing has to consider the correlations among the color channels. Vector value

is treated in color image processing instead of the scalar data in greyscale image and

algebraic ordering is used to compute the ouþut signal. However, there is no universal

method to order multivariate data. A number of ordering techniques have been proposed

for various applications, which includes marginal ordering, reduced orderìng, partial

ordering, and conditional ordering. So far, some nonlinear multivariate filtering schemes

have been proposed mainly based on reduced ordering [3]. Like their scalar counterparts,

nonlinear filters have good non-Gaussian noise suppression and important image

information preservation properties.

A color model is a mathematical specification of spectral colors in a finite

dimensional vector space to efficiently specify, manipulate, and display the color objects

taken into consideration. Nowadays, a number of color specification models for various

applications are in use to preserve essential information and provide insight to what visual

operations are needed; namely RGB, YIQ, HIS, XYZ, L*u*v* and L*a|b*, the latter two



are perceptually uniform color spaces standardized by CIE (Commission Internationale de

l'Eclairage or the Intemational Commission on Illumination).

In my thesis, a new nonlinear approach for color image denoising is presented. It

belongs to the group of filters stemming from the concept of switch scheme described in

[5]. The proposed filters not only preserve edges and details in color images as its original

form does in monochrome images, but also have an excellent performance in preserving

the color consistency when the color space properly chosen. With the assumption of the

additive noise model, a discussion about variance stabilization transformation to preserve

the additivity of noise is also presented because a nonlinear conversion between two color

spaces occurs.

1,2 Structure of fhesrs

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 discusses mean filter and median filter as the typical type of linear filter

and nonlinear filter, respectively, and describes the scheme of switch filter. It also gives a

brief review of the sigma filter.

Chapter 3 describes the variable stabilization transformation utilized on the switch

filter after converting the image signal from RGB space to L*a*b* space, in order to

maintain the additivity of noise, while the color models used in the proposed filter are also

concisely introduced.

Chapter 4 presents the simulation results of the switch scheme in comparison of the

sigma filter processing color images comrpted by additive noise.

Chapter 5 summarizes the switch filter schemes as well as the fuhrre work to

improve the performance of the switch filters.



Ghapter 2 Preliminaries and the proposed Filter scheme

2,1 Â/oise Model

Due to image sensors' performance and/or the transmission interference, the color

images are often contaminated by noise. Gaussian noise and impulsive noise are the two

most frequently used noise models to characterize the comrption process.

In many practical applications, if there is error during image transmission or

introduced by malfunctions of the image sensor, the pixel value of the image will become

larger compared with the strength of the image signal. The multivariate impulsive model is

used to simulate this kind of noise. For color image in RGB space, we assume that the

additive noise is independent from pixel to pixel and uncorrelated among color

components. The noise model can be written as,

7n prtru,"(x,) =

where 7,^0,,,,,,(r,) denotes the noisy signal, f(r,)=(-fn(r,),-f"(*,),fr(x,)) is the

noise-free color vector , f,o, = p , and d canhaveeither positive or negative values with

the same probability to indicate the noise impulse height. If the comrpted value goes

(f ,(r,), f ,(*,), fu(x,))
(f , (t,) * ¿, f s(r,), -fu@))
(f , (x,), f ,(x,) + d, fu@,))
(f , (x,), f , (x,), fu(x,) + d)

(f ,(r,)* ¿,.f ,(x,)+ d,fu@,))

(f , (x,) * ¿, -f ,(x,), fu@,) + d)

(f ,(x,), f ,(x,) + d, fu(x,) + d)

(f,(r,)+ d,fr(x,)+ d,fu@)+ d)

with probability (1-p)
with probability p,

with probability p,

with probabllity p,

with probab ility po Q'l)

with probabllity p,

with probability pu

withprobabllity p,



outside the range of the color model, it will be mapped to one of the endpoints of the

integer range specified by the 8-bit arithmetic.

For the case of noise produced during image generation, it is reasonable to model

such noise as zero mean Gaussian noise with the assumption that it's independent and

identically distributed, the model is written as,

7cou,,,o,(x,)= f (x,)+e(x,), (2.2)

where /(x,)is the noise free color signal and e(x,) =(e,(x,),er(x,),t6@)) is the Gaussian

noise vector with no correlation among three color channels. Hence, the probability

density function of the noise is:

1 - 
€,'

p(e,)= p(s)= p(eø)=-þ-¿ zol 
.

^l2no

7,,,"u (*,) - f7^ 
o"'''' " 

('')
I fun,,,,ou(*,)

(2.3)

A mixed impulse and Gaussian noise model is also used in this thesis to simulate

the situations when an image is comrpted by both additive Gaussian thermal noise and

impulsive fansmission noise.

with probabllity p
)

otherwise l-p
(2.4)

where 7mp,,r,i,"(x) is the image signal comrpted by multivariate impulsive noise and

|cn,,,¡n,(x¡) represents image signal comrpted by zero mean, white Gaussian noise.



2.2 Linear and Nonlinear Filters

Spatial filtering, computationally less expensive than the frequency filtering, is

often chosen to deal with additive noises. The spatial frltering falls into two categories,

linear filtering and non-linear filtering. For linear filtering, the implementation can be

considered simply as weighted sum of pixels in the neighbourhood of the pixel being

processed. One of the most attractive advantages of linear filters is that they can be

effrciently implemented since the pixels can be processed in parallel. The classic mean

filter is a typical linear filter with all weights equal to 1. A general definition of the mean

filter is:

Definition. Let ,S,- represent the set of neighbourhood pixels in the rectangular

window of size mxn, centered at point -r, . The weighted mean filter computes a weighted

average value of the pixels in the window.

r(,,)=5fu,à:@,) r(x,)
,l€ s_r

(2.s)

Based on the assumption of slow spatial variation in the image, the mean filter can

restore the supposedly comrpted pixel value. However, at the edges this assumption fails,

so the image is smeared by the averaging operation. To minimize the blurring side effect,

local data information can be utilized to determine the weights. In greyscale image

processing, for example, the Partition'Weighted Sum Filter [4] uses Vector Quantization to

optimize the weight for each partition observation space.



The extension of the mean filter to color image simply treats each color vector

component separately and then combines the indívidual results together. Thus, similar

blurring phenomenon occurs. To reduce the unacceptable effect, the mean filter can be

combined with nonlinear techniques. The adaptive vector mean filter based on fuzzy logic

principles [3] demonstrates a beautiful compromise of linear filter with nonlinear one. The

ouþut of the filter is calculated from the linear-combination of all pixels in the

neighbourhood. However, the weighting of the pixels are determined by their similarity

index with the central pixel. When the noise is unknown a priori, this type of filter

performs well as general purpose filter, which means that it can not only preserve the mean

filter's strong performance on Gaussian noise removal, but also improve the ability of

smoothing impulsive noise.

Non-linear filters have some notable advantages over linear ones. For example,

they ouþerform the linear filters especially in terms of image edge preserving. They also

give satisfied results to suppress short tail noises. Order statistics filters are the most

popular among this type of filters.

The median filter, which was first introduced by Tukey 16l l7l, along with its

modifications, attracted most attentions among a large number of nonlinear filters. A

generalized definition of median f,ilter is:

Definition. Let S, represent the set of neighbourhood pixels in the rectangular

window of sizemxn, centered at pointx,. The median f,rlter replaces the value of the

center pixel with the median value of the pixels within this window associated with the

integer weights.

(2.6)



where 0 denotes duplication. As a special case, when all weights are equal to one, this

general formula is simplified as the classic median filter. Besides of the aforementioned

merits of nonlinear filters, the median filter has an important feature that it always ouþuts

one of the input values within the data window, which is useful for finding the root signal

of the image.

For scalar data, the symmetry center of a distribution of data is its median. However,

when this concept is generalized to higher dimension like color image, the

multidimensional median can be estimated in several ways based on the definitions of

symmetry. There are mainly four types of symmetry: points of spherical, elliptical, central

and angular symmetry. [8]

The Vector Median Filter (VMF) [9] which employs the center of spherical

symmetry as the median is the most popular median filter to process vector values. Z,¡ norm

is utilized to quantif,i the distance between any two color pixels so that the vector values

can be ordered by their relative magnitude differences. The vector /(x,¡ is the ouþut

value of the VMF such that for all.x in the neighbourhood,

Zi=,li t.,> - r(Ðl . Il=, l¡t,> - r(,)l

2,3 Sigma Filter

The sigma filter was first proposed by Lee t1] t2] in order to remove image noise

while preserving the edge details. In Gaussian distribution, the sigma probability is

defined as that the probability of a random variable is within two standard deviations of its

mean. Motivated by the sigma probability, Sigma Filter averages the pixel values not only



along the horizontal direction but also along the vertical direction, and compares the

difference among the pixels values in the local neighbourhood window. Therefore, the

closeness between two pixel values is considered in terms of both spatial location and

greyscale difference. The sigma filter can be understood easily by considering it as a local

weighted averaging filter.

With same assumption as made in previously session, the noise is considered as

spatially independent, identically distributed and uncorrelated with respect to the original

uncomrpted image itself. Therefore, the observation image is modeled as,

7@)= f(x,)+t i=!......n

To recover the comrpted image 7@), The sigma filter may be written in a

common form as

^n
f (r,)=la¡.,f (x,),

j=l

where the weights ai.j are

(2.7)

A=
K,,(x, - x,)Lr(f (x,)- ¡ç*,))

(2.8)

Z K,,(r, - x,,) L, (7 @ ) - I çx,,))

In this equation, Kr(.) = (rl h)K(.1 h) , and Lr(') = (l/ g)L(.1 g) , are kernel

functions to control the averaging amount in both horizontal and vertical directions, h and g

are used to define the bandwidth of the kernel functions.

In the original sigma filter proposed by Lee, the sigma filter for monochrome image

utilizes the uniform density function to generate the weighting. Further research was done



1t:
bV [10] with the conclusion that standard Gaussian density 

È;" 
for borh kernel

functions gave the best result.

However, when this filter is extended to process color images that use a

tb¡ee-variate vector to represent a pixel's color value, it brings up a question about how to

determine the weighting for each pixel. Each color component of an image pixel is not

separate information so that the reduced ordering technique for vector values is selected to

generate the weighting. Since the Euclidean distance is a reasonable measurement to

define the magnitude difference between any two colors, it's used in the extension of sigma

filter for color image processing.

(2.e)

The procedure of sigma filter is as following:

. Establish a spatial distance range h and a color distance range g.

. Determine the colour difference in terms of Euclidean distance befween the pixel

in the centre and the other pixels in the local window.

. Generate the weighting of each pixel using (2.8) based on the color difference

computed in previous step.

. ouþut the estimated color image /1x¡ using (2.7) in R,G and,B channer

individually.

The standard Gaussian function is used for both kernel function K,,(.) and Lr(.) .

t0



2.4 The Switch Filter Scheme

A large number of noise removal filters have been proposed for the purpose of

removing the noise while preserving the edges and subtle details, the switch filters l5l [11],

as a big family among them, is first introduced as a remedy for Median filters which tend to

wrongly detect the thin line details as noisy signal.

The idea of switch scheme is very simple. If the center pixel of the neighbourhood

is determined to be comrpted by the noise, it's replaced by the filter ouþut; otherwise it's

considered to be a noise free pixel and the pixel value remains unmodified. The switch

scheme can be applied as an expansion to any desirable filter. Both the mean switch filter

and the median switch filter have been incorporated in this frame work in Chapter 4.

The detection of noise is implemented by an impulse detector. The magnitude

difference between the pixel value in the center and the fìlter's ouþut is utilized as the

measurement for the impulse detector.

In greyscale image processing, Let f (x,) and f (x,) represent the pixel value at

position nr in the original and comrpted image respectively. The output of the switch

scheme within processing window at centre -r¡ is denoted by f (r,). Detection of the noise

can be implemented by the impulse detector. The detector measures the filter ou tput j (x,)

ll

Fig. 2-l Original Switch Filtering Scheme



with the input pixel /(;c, ) . If the absolute difference between them exceeds a predef,rned

threshold T,the pixelx¡isconsideredasanoisyone, /(.r,) isusedtoreplacethisnoise

comrpted pixel for restoration; otherwise the pixel is treated as noise free and its value is

preserved. Therefore, the switch scheme is written as,

fra-<
io

f (r,) = u' f (x,)+(r-u)'7@,) (2.e)

When utilizing in color image processing, switch scheme deals with vector data

instead of scalar data. The a is extended to a matrix to specifically define the correlation

between the input value and the filter ouþut for every color component. This matrix is

generally a diagonal one as only components with the same color has correlation. In my

work, the diagonal elements are all set to l.

By utilizing the switch scheme, one more parameter is taken into consideration,

which is the threshold value Z. When T:0, the switch filter performs identically as the

filter employed in it, i.e. a median switch filter. It ouþuts the same result as the traditional

median filter does and the threshold Z doesn't have any effect. On the other hand, if I

tends to be large enough to exceed the maximal range of the pixel value, there will be no

modification made on the image, which means the switch filter is useless in this case.

Therefore, the threshold value Zshould be chosen carefully to maximize the filter's effect.

The computer simulation to derive a reasonable Zfor the filter will be conducted in Chapter

4.

l¡ r*,> - 7 @)1, r

lrr,t-7@)l=r

I2



When the switch scheme is applied to process multi-channel images, in order to

yield a more accurate result of the color information, the noise removal filters operate in

the L*a*b* color space which is a perceptually uniform color space, and the Euclidean

distance can be used to quantify the color distance between the central pixel and the ouþut

of the noise removal frlter. Because of the nonlinear transformation between RGB color

space and L*a*b* color space, the preceding assumption of noise's additivity fails and the

noise becomes signal dependent. Hence, a variance stabilisation transformation is

employed to maintain the properly of the noise models. A detailed discussion of color

spaces and variance stabilization transformation will be presented in the following chapter.

The proposed switch filter scheme is illustratednFig.2-2.

l3



Addif ive noise

Transform the image from RGB space to L*a*b* space

7o ¡"'u'

Variance Stabilization in L*a+b* space

Noise removal filter

f Ort

Compare lTtl^ -/(.)/sl with the threshold z

l7<.t,'-t<-t,*l,r I l7<t^-tt>,,l:=r

_.1
u,-l t

i'Or, = o'f (')r, +(1_ a)'T]rc

Inverse functi on of variance stabil ization in L* a* b + space

Transform the image from L+a*b* space to
RGB space

f (-) ¡.,.¿;

Fig.2-2 The Switch Filter Scheme
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Ghapter 3 Golor Spaces and Variance Stabilization

3.1 Color Spaces

The use of color in image processing becomes more and more popular due to two

principal reasons. The f,rrst one is that color is a powerful descriptor that often simplifies

object identification and extraction from a scene. Secondly, humans can distinguish

thousands of colour shade and intensities, compared to only 256 shades of grey. Nowadays,

with the digital revolution, color has become even more accessible. The techniques of

color image processing have been tremendously developed. Color scanners, liquid crystal

displays (LCD), digital cameras, and printers become an integral part of our everyday life.

3.1.1 Color Fundamentals

The study of color started from the experiment [10] of Sir Isaac Newton in 1666,

which used a glass prism to dispel a beam of sunlight that passed through, and discovered

that the white light consists of a continuous spectrum of colors ranging from violet at one

end to red at the other. After the understanding of the nature of the color sensing system in

human eyes, more knowledge about the color was discovered. Cones are the sensors in the

eye responsible for color vision. Over 6 million cones in eye can be divided into three

principal color receptors [12], approximately 65% cones are sensitive to red light,33yo to

green lights, and the last2o/o to blue lights (these blue cones are the most sensitive ones).

From the research work of Grassmann [13] and Maxell [14], color can be mathematically

15



specified in terms of the three primary colors red (R), green (G), and blue (B). In 193 I , the

CIE established a standard for the three coordinates: blue : 435.8nm, green: 546.hm.,

and red: 700 nm. With different combinations of these three primary colors, most color in

the spectrum can be generated, although not all of them.

To utilize color in the applications of image processing, multimedia or computer

vision, an appropriate color space is needed to rationally quantifi colors in a finite

dimensional vector space and provide crucial information for the visual operations.

3.1.2 RGB Color Space

This color space is the most straightforward one which is inspired by the structure

of the human eyes. The three primary colors are red, green and blue. Each color in this

space is presented as a mixture function of the primaries and the fraction of each primary

that is mixed. A subspace in the RGB space consists of most of the colors that interest us,

which we call it the cube. The cube is shown in Fig. 3-1. By assumption, this cube is

Figure 3-lThe cube of RGB color space

normalized, that is, all values of R, G, B are in the range [0, 1].The origin (0,0,0) of the

cube corresponds to black; The comer farthest from the origin, defined as (1,1,1),

16



coresponds to v/hite; The three corner on the coordinates are red, green and blue; The

three other comers are cyan, magenta, and yellow. The diagonal line from the point (0,0,0)

to the point (1,1,1) represents the levels of greyness from blackness to whiteness by itself.

Other different colors are all on or inside this cube, which means that the cube is solid.

In image processing and multimedia video systems the RGB representation is the

most often used. A digital color image can be represented by a two dimensional array of

three channel vectors which consists of the pixel's red, green and blue values. Since this

color model has an approximate relation to the human visual system which has a nonlinear

perceptual response to intensity, it cannot be used for accurate perceptual computations.

3.1.3 CIE XYZ Color Space

The CIE XYZ color space standardized in

a system based on the measurements of the

color-matching abilities of the average human

aye, in which all visible colors can be

represented by positive values of the th¡ee

primaries X, Y and Z. The Y primary

represents luminance while X and Z carry the

color information. The th¡ee primaries are

assumed to be within the range [0, 1]. Besides

that, the sum of X, Y and Z is equal to 1 for

1931 is at the root of all colorimetry. It's

Figure 3-2 CIE XYZ color space
representation on XY level area

every color. Therefore, Z can be interpreted as a redundant coordinate and X and Y

coordinates are sufficient to characterize this color space, as in Fig. 3-2.

t7



Despite of the disadvantages that this color space is complex to implement and the

color specified in XYZ terms is not user intuitive, CIE){1Z color space provides a useful

bridge to convef between CIE values and between CIE and non-CIE color spaces. The

conversion between WZ space and RGB space is a linea¡ transformation as shown as

following,

0.3s76

0.7rsz

0.1192

to equal distance in the tristimulus space. In

1976, CIE recommended two uniform color

spaces for practical applications, one is the CIE

L*u*v* and the other is CIE L*a*b* space. Both

of these two spaces are derived based on the CIE

XYZ space and white reference point. Figure 3-3 The L*a*b* Color Space

0.1s041 [Rl

oo722l I r I

o xæ] ia]
[;l=l:,:":"
lt I lo.ore:

(3.1)

3.1.4 L*a*b* Golor Space

It's natural to consider how to use the distance between any two colors in the 3-D

color space to quantify the perceived difference between them. Unfortunately, most color

spaces, including the aforementioned RGB and CIE WZ color spaces, are not

perceptually uniform. Equal perceptual difference between any colors does not correspond

CIE L*a*b* space is composed by the

perceived lightness axis and a set of opponent color axes, approximately red-green versus

yellow-blue. The lightness scale Z * is used to determine the difference of light levels, Z *

r8



is in the range 10, 1001 with 0 corresponding to the black point and 100 to a white reference

point. The ch¡omaticity scale a* andå* represents the color changes from red to green and

yellow to blue, respectively.

The L*, â*, b* values can be transformed from tristimulus value X, Y, Z of CIE

XYZ color space according to the following formulae, given in 116]

This feature of CIE L)fa*b* space is

information when using noise removal filters,

our proposed switch filters in.

(3.2)

.(^b)' (3.3)

a magnificent advantage to keep the color

it's a well suited color space to implement

¡ =116gqL¡-rc

a' = 500 et 
O> 

- s(îÐ

b' =2oo {s{f>- s(tÐ

where

x > 0.008856

:r < 0.008856

aÍrd X ,,,Y,,,2 , are constants which are the tristimuli of the white reference point.

Euclidean distances between two color stimuli in the CIE L*a*b* space provide a

color difference measurement to evaluate color differences perceptually.

Mi,ø =Jt¡¿)' + (Aa)z + (Lb)2

l9



3,2 VarianceStabilization

3.2.1 Y ariance Stabi lization Transformation

Variance stabilization transformations have been used in statistical analysis to

stabilize the variance. Some work with particular reference to analysis of variance had

been reviewed and extended in [17] and 118]. If the variance tends to change with the mean

level of the measurements, the variance will only be stabilized by a suitable transformation

to change the scale of the data.

Principle of Variance Stabilization For any twice differentiable function Q(X),

the random variable Y = Q(X) has variance or2 which is (approximately) independent of

þy, and the transformed variable f is said to have stable variance.

Suppose Var(X) = o:(P) where p is the mean ofXand the transformation to

stabilize the variance isY = Q(X). Taylor's expansion gives first-order approximation,

Q6)=Q@)+(x-p)-Q'@)

SinceE(X - /t) = 0 , under this approximation, we have

Elø6)l= ø(/t)

and

rtarlQ@)l= EIQ'Ot) (x - p)l' =lø'@))'o:(p)

So, if we set

where c is a positive constant, then

VarlQ(X)l= ¿2
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Q@)="1ìø*

is the transformation to stabilize the variance.

1,, = Q(L) = ,# O(L 
+16)3

a,s=Q(a)=0,(*t*#)'

3.2.1 The Derivation of the Transformation

When transforming image from RGB domain to L*a*b* domain or vice versa, the

XYZ color space is used as a bridge. Although the transformation from RGB to XYZ is

linear and the noise's additivity remains unchanged, the nonlinear transformation from

XYZ space to L*a*b* space results in the signal dependence of the noise, which means its

variance changes along with the mean level. To restore its additivit¡r, a variance

stabilization transformation is derived.

Assume the means of the three coordinates of an image inXYZ space are,xo , !s, zs,

respectively, and the corresponding variances are ol,oj,o? .

The transformation that will be used to restore the additivity of the noise in the

L*a*b* color space can be derived following the procedure described in previous session

âS,

o*n^( Lt*lll-
'[t 16 tl6 )

b,, = Q(b) = o,(* t* #)'" .,,,(ft t* #)'
Where c is a positive constant,
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andX,,Y,,Z, are constants which are the tristimuli of the white reference point.

The followings are the derivations of the transformation for three coordinates.

,- _ 3'116 'c. X ,,
,!l 

- o,

,_ 3.I16-c Y,
'e3 - a,

,l;Z(^t;ø'*þ7')
800'[a"\'

c Derivation of Transformation for L*

Firstly, the stabilization transformation for L* coordinate is derived. The Taylor

expansion of L(y) is valid in the range of XYZ domain and gives a first-order

approximation of L(y) at point ¿. Hence, the approximate mean and variance of L are

obtained:
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I
L(Y) =116Y3 -16

= L(yò+(y- y)Lt) (y)

! ,, .116 -?
=tt6yi- -16+ (t- t)lt ' Q.4)

Under this approximation, since E(y-ys) : 0, we obtain

Lo = EVU)]= 116yoi - to

o?. = va,lro)l = "[i o - r,)r-if

ll rol' -!
=t- t v 3.oi,

[¡/'
We are now seeking a transformation QQ) to stabilize the variance. Assuming that

QQ) has a Taylor expansion at L6, the first-order Taylor series is used to approximate the

mean and variance of QQ) , component wise.

QQ) = þ(L) + çt - to¡p(') çto¡

- Eø(L) = Q(Lo)

varQ(L) = zløo (r)e- Lo)l' =lø,', e¡f'oleo)

to stabilize the variance, which means the variance is set to be a constant

Var(þ(L)) = ç2 c is a positive constant

then

Q$(L)=åo

from which

Q(Lò="I;ft;d"
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Substitute equation (3.4) into here, we have

o Derivation of Transformation for a*

QØ)="[|rot
c3 i t_cl _ v3._dLJ116' a,

Qe)="J*[*(¿+r6)] La,

3c t/
= oW t, !(L +rc)' ar

3cl
= _______=_ ._.(L+ 16)3

(116)' .o, 3

C ,,= ("ut' % 
Q+r6)3 (3's)

I

L(y) =neri -ru ) y -[, 
*a 

U + t6l

For the color axisa(r,y)=500.t(+)l -t*111, the Taylor expansion of a(x, y) attY, r,

point (xs,y6) can give the first-order approximation of a(x, y).
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a= a(xoyo).V*n(x-xo) .V#t|- yo)

I t tl z z

=500 
1[;)'-[t)'].å "' [;) 

' L @-"'r-] "'[ä) ' ; o-v')
L'

Under the approximation, we can obtain the approximate mean and variance of a.

l. .1 .ll
ao = Ela(x,y)l= soo I i :" l' - l¿o l' I

Lt"l 
-tïJ I (3o

o3=varta(,,y)t=l],rr;'[tt) t L o. (t)t * ",)' e7)

Assume that the transformation Qþ) we are now pursuing has Taylor expansion at

point as, therefore the firsrorder expansion can give us a approximate mean and variance

of Q@) , component wise.

Q@) = Q@) + (o - oo) ø,', (oo)

nlqça¡l= ç1ao¡

rtarlpça¡]= ¿lØ - oo).ø,', (o)]'

= o:lþ,,, (o)]'

To stabilize the variance, we set

Varþ('a) = ¿2

Ð Q@) = ,l tn" (3.8)

From equation (3.7), we have the variance of a.
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/\l
Since Z(y) = 1 16. I 2-l -16, we can obtain

lY, )

(3.e)

(3.10)

(3.1 r)

(3.r2)

=[*u*ror]

. .l .tl

[å]'[;)'l

[;)'
Substitute (3.9) in (3.7)

a(x,y) = 500

Ð [,+ìt =!o*!e+rc)
lx,, ) 500 116 '

1_ 1 16
= rl6t*soo"*lto

Substitute equtions (3.9) and (3.10) into du ,

o_(a,L\= loole,l L t * J-o*Él-' -!r( L r*-qì'l' 3 LX,\116 s00 116) 4,\116 116) l

* 1 o*tu ì-' _9r( f_r*_lgl-'f-' oon,s00 116) Ìi, \116 1t6) 
J

Q@)=,ll¿[6o"ot

- 3" irlg" (L,- soo rr[A [rro"

Set *=l L*t6-116- 116'

= L=tt6 (*-JL\
I r lo)'

= a(,,y)=,rr[[å)* -,iru.,r,]

a = 500.n

I
s00
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Q@) =3'116'c

= 3 .116. c

=3.116'c

Set L!=m+n

Q@) = 3'116 'c' X,,'Y,,

(3.13) can be rewritten as,

orXruz -orYrm2

n=u-m

m'u'

--)

fI dmdu

Lt'+Oy

- o,X 
"u2

'-orx,,t

m-

2'ìx u

Y,,fl

'.-nx

,du

)-

*^ 
" - ",+ 

c, the equation

Fn "-,lo¿'^ln*"' ,fofi.r+,[o¿-*

(3. r 3)

,dul_
122

-o

o,o yx ,,y,
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-l (3,4)

Q@)=3rt6 " *l

=3 116 " 
tlt
oL'

Set do = þ rX , , d, = ,t;1, and according to integration formula

[x' tn(a + bxta. = ](.^ - *)^r' + bx) - tl+ +. # - #),
we have,

!m'n(ao"-d,m)dm

= I(*' - # 
-)^(a.u - a,*) - i(+. ryf . +#. +!)

!*'n(aou+ d,m)dm

= i(*' -#.)^(^u +,,,-i(T ryf l*{ +!)

Ø(a)=3 116 " 
I-lt*,u- !-o- lt(*, -4u\rr4ú-!,* -!(dou*' *4i!*\llo, 13 2d, L41. 

-T" 
)"'dn,+,t,*-t[i4 

.'t ))l (3'ts)

where

u=m+n, *=' L* 16

116 116

do = ,tãr4,d, = ,!o¿ are constants.

This transformation is monotonously increased in the area that covers the range of

the color space, it's suitable to be used to stabilize the signal dependent variánce caused by
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the nonlinear transformation from WZ domain to L*a*b* domain. However due to its

computation complexity, it's difficult to derive the corresponding inverse function so that a

linear approximation of this transformation is used instead. By taking a Taylor expansion

at point a:0, Equation (3.15) can be simplif,red as,

Q@) = QQ) + Q'(o)' a

_3.tr6.c x,l*^ _lo !( *^ _4*,\rn\a,-o,)._!-(4t* 4',?'ì'l*
ox L 3 2d, 4[ d,' ) ldo+d,) 44\ 34 d,' ))

3.116.c. X,

Q@) is approximated as

m' _ do'*'=tndo-d, __l_(r_a|,\ .!J 
= ^,1500 1000dr' do + d, 2000 [ d,* ) do' - d,'

_ do' (! *3do')*,- æoú¡tî- a: )

.a

Q@) = o,(#'- *)'' . o,(ft '- #)' (3.16)

where

, 3.116 'c. X,,
^l - ox

1 _ dot tndo-d,*do'(do'+art)
l5oo - loood¡ "' 4.d,- 2oood:

_ do' (!, 3do'I
2ooodr2 [3 ' d,', )

, -3'116.c 
. X ,11 _

''2 - 6, l: #(,_#)^ffÅ #(+.#)l
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& Derivation of Transformation for b*

The derivation procedure of þ(b) is similar ro Q@). The Taylor expansion of

ll
b(y,")=200 Uîrt -r7r|l at point (yo,zo) can give us the fust-order approximarion of

b(y, 
"),where 

yo,zoare the mean of¡ z respectively.

b(y,,) = b(!0, r,, *t#4 0 - y) -ø+a k - ro)

l, .' tl 2 2

=200 ,(+l'-[+l'l*] ,oo lv^l-r 1 r-l zoo (+)' ] {,-,,)-Lvv ltlj-11) l-t'""tLJ'1 \r-!0 3 \2,) L.
LJ

Under this approximation, we have

l. .r .rl
bo=Etb(v,z)l=2oo 

l[t)' 
-lt|] ,, ",
fzrf'

ot=r¡o,tø(y,òt=[J,oo;'l[t) ' 1",-ê)' + ",) (3,s)

Assume that the transformation Qþ) we are now pursuing has Taylor expansion at

point bs, therefore the first-o¡der expansion can give us a approximate mean and variance

of Q(b) , component wise.

Q@) = Q(bò+(ø-bo).ø,', (to)

Eø(b) = Q(bo)

var þ(b) = ElØ - ø) ' ø"' þo)f'

= oîlø"'(bo)T

To stabilize the variance, we set
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Varþ(b) = ç2

= þ(b)="lf-auu6t

From equation (3.18), we already have the variance of å.

r,,\i
Since Z(y) = I 16' I + I -16, we can obtain

\v, )

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.2r)

lrl;-[ r 'rld =L*('+to)l

Therefore,

b(y,,)=,,,[[f)* t;)*]

31

Ð b(y,,)= rr.[*, t.rr-(t)'f

:) (z)t=t (L+lol- I å
\2,,) 116' 200

1_ 1 t6
= 

- 

I 
-- 

AL-

tI6 200 116

Substitute equations (3.20) and (3.21) into do,

ou(b,L)=ry]+(!r*+l '-?(!'-*u.+l 'l 
ezz)'\' 3 Ly,\tto ua) 2,,\rt6- zoo- tto) I '-

and subsritute (3 .22) inro (3. 1 9), rhen



QØ)=,1!*l*ouot

- 3" d9'( r , * 16 l-' -L(*r-*n*.!-\-'l-' oun, (3.23)- 200 JJI\ [116'- ,16) - z,,lrt6"- zoo'- ttø1 
J

set *=1L*16. ,=l b116 116' 200

and we have,

û(b) =3 t6 
" t[t -, -Z@- ù-l' a*a,

= 3, 1 6, t[" r;lî,;:),;:;\;r' f' 
o**

=3.116 "¡¡ 
Y'z'ú(l'-"t' 

- ¿-¿,
rJ orZ,(m-n)" -o,Y,m'

Set Lt = m-n
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Q(b) = -3't

= -3.1

= -3'1

= -3'1

= -3'1

)-

According to the integration formula l-4- = J-6!: o 
+ C, the equationuLt--e' ¿a u+a

(3.24) is rewritten as,

t----.f .du=-L-rr@
J orZ,,tt' - o-Y,,nt' 

-"' 
2rloro-V,,2" . *"- ¡o7 .u+ rfo,q . *

set d, = þ ,4, , d, = J ",\, and we have,

16 c Y,, z.!!;7t'i*a,,a,

16.".Y,,2, ¡¡orz,,#f -IJ"# *!J,# 
¿*¿u

6r2,, JJ orZuu2 -o,Y,mz

'u',ú-'. qj(ypþ*'

'u ' +þ"{' . q}(yvþ*'
t-

,u " + ¡*,llt*+ o.ynm2 Ç7p\yV"
I 

--

L (3.24)
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!*'n(aru-drm)dm

= i(*^ - # 
-)^(d,u - a'm) - i(+ . +f . n#,+ . +i)

and

!*'m(aru+drm)dm

= I(*^ -#-)^(a,u - d,m) l+ -ryf . t4. +)

!( *, -dl un\rnd,,-a,* -4( dro ) drr+ drm

t(dru*t , drtutr\
,134'o: )

Where

1_ t6u=m-n. m--L+-.' 116 tt6'

Q(b)=-3 116 , tl
"l

13d',_mu+-.
3 2d2

(3.26)

1n=-b.
200 '

d, = ,[o;\ andd, = ",!o¿ are constants.

Similarly to transformation Q@), a first order Taylor series expansion is used to

approximate Q(b) at point b:0 ín a linear form.

Q@) = QQ) + Q'(o)* b

- -3' 
1 t6' c' Y,,l *' * !- !( *^ - 4 ^,)r^\0, 

- o'). - d' ( øt: * o I T^ \f *a, L 3 Zd, 4 ( dr" ) \d, + d) 4dz\ 3d3 dr' ))
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Therefore, Q(b) is approximated as

ó(b\ = k.( J- L* -lll', * n.( J- r* -!11'Y\") -'=[ttO"' It6) " ""0[l t6"' It6)
(3.27)

where

o, - 3' I 16' c' Y,l y -4-tnd, - d, * ¿,(a,' + 4 r') - t( t. qil-l
- oy 1600 400d3' d"+d, 900d3' 900(3 dr')l

o _ _3. tt6. c. y,l ! * o, (, _ q | _)rn\¿, - ¿,) _ t( t* 4' ll"o-- o, Ll-a['-T ï'@¡ -t[ã-æ 
)]
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Ghapter 4 Simulation Results

In this chapter, evaluations are performed quantitatively to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the switch filters, and a comparison is made between the switch filters and

the Sigma filter to measure the performance of the switch filter scheme.

Three factors are critical when evaluating the performance of noise removal filters

in processing color images. The f,rst one is the ability of noise reduction, another is the

ability to preserving edges and details; the last one is to preserve the chromatic information

of the image as much as possible. The first requirement and the latter two are usually

believed as a trade-off that noise is removed with the expense of smoothing the image

details and changing the color appearance. Therefore an overall evaluation of all three

aspects can give us a better understanding of the quality of this noise-removing switch

scheme.

4.1 Measures of image quality

To measure the efficiency of any image filtering method, the easiest and simplest

approach is the subjective comparison of the filtered image and the uncomrpted original

image. However, objective evaluations are widely used because visual observation cannot

provide a straightforward quantity to determine the quality of the f,rlters.

Two objective measures are used for the purpose of analysis. The normalized mean

square error (NMSE) is chosen since it's the most widely used measurement, which is

defined in the RGB color space as:
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NMSE= ElZi =,Ij', =,ll¡ r¡, ¡> - ¡ r¡, ¡>ll'
(4.1)

X,I;,llitr,rill'

where n, m aÍe the image dimensions,f(i, j) and f (i, j) denote the original image vector

and the estimation at pixel (i, j), respectively.

The perceptual closeness is another consideration when filtering color image. The

RGB color space is not appropriate to quantifu the perception of color. Thus, color

difference between the filtered image and the original one is calculated in a perceptually

uniform color spaces, CIE L*a>Yb* color space, which is related to the human vision

characteristics. The normalized color distance (NCD) is defined as:

l)-'t'-l
NCD = El "ttt'¡=t - 

,

[x,Z"L,ø 1

(4.2)

I

LE =l(M)' +(A,a)z +çnfi'zlt
I

E. =l]i)' +(o.)' +(b.¡21i

where ÁE is the perceptual color error and E. is the magnitude of the

original color image pixel in the L*a*b* space.

4.2 Quantitatively Eval uation

4.2.1 Methodology

The first step of the evaluation

activity of the image. Spatial activity

uncomrpted

is to set up a methodology to detect the spatial

is defined as the ratio of the change of color,
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including both chromaticity and lightness, from one pixel to its neighbouring pixels. Based

on the spatial information, the image can be partitioned into different segments according

to the levels of spatial activity. What we interest here are two types of segments - the

segments with edges and the flat segments. An ideal image is assumed to be piecewise

constant in the flat segments and a simple ramp for edge segments.

For a digital function, the derivatives are defined in terms of differences. It's well

known that the greyscale intensity change and orientation information in an image can be

detected using the first derivative operators [19]. Though the forms of these operators are

varied, they must meet the following requirements.

1) They must be zero in flat segments (indicating no change of greyscale values);

2) They must be nonzero at the onset of a greyscale step or ramp;

3) They must be nonzero along ramps.

Prewitt operator is one of the most popular filters for edge detection. It's a 3x3 row and

column impulse response array as

[-r o 1l

¡ø=ll-r o rl3l I

L-1 0 rl

to detect edges in the horizontal direction with 0 : 0 o, and,

[-r -1 -rlll IAV=:|0 0 0l3t ILl I rl

to detect edges in the vertical direction with 0: 270".
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The edge detection in colour image shares the similar concepts with those of the

greyscale image. For an operating window size3x3, the directional operators from [20]

can be presented as following:

m=!l-r o 1l (4.3)

(4.4)

for the horizontal direction and

l-- r-l

^'=ål: 
]

for the vertical direction, where 1is a 3x3 matrix with all ones and 0 is a 3x3 matrix with all

zeros in the third dimension. The directional operators can be considered as the extension

of the Prewitt operator to the color image because the operators estimate the colour

gradient of the three-dimensional images in a similar approach as Prewitt operator runs in

greyscale image to detect the discontinuities.

V/ith the output S(x) of the directional operators applied to a given imagel the

image can be divided into several subsets R¡ in terms of spatial activity based on the

partition threshold t¡. The subsets satisfli the condition that

ur,, R, = f andR, n,R, = øif i + j .

In the evaluation, four masks of the directional operators were used to determine

the spatial altering of the test image. In addition to the two masks listed above, which used

to detect edges of0o and270" degree, another two vector gradient operators are also used

to detect edges along the direction of90'and 180o degree.
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av- =,1 å I
'Irl

1

nu-=!lt o -¡lôLJ

Therefore the ouþut S(;) as the combination of four directional operators is

,s(r) = lf, * trul*lf, * * -l*|"f, * nvl+lf, * w -l (4.6)

If r, < S(t) < /,*, , the pixel n is assumed to be in region 4 . By this approach, all

pixels in the image are classif,red into appropriate subsetR,,i =1,2,3...,k. With the subsets

information, the performance of the noise removal filters can be assessed in different areas

with different levels of spatial activity.

4.2.2 Evaluation Results of Artificial lmage

A test image is generated specifically to evaluate the colour and edge preservation

effect of the filters while removing the noise.

The artificial image is constructed tn L*a*bx domain with dimensions 120*120

pixels. In the center of the image is a circle as the foreground with radius 25 pixels and the

background uses a different color. The central circle and the background are both filled

with solid colors. While between them, the ramp edge is established by color transition

from the foreground colour to that ofthe background.

The image has a constant hue, which means that there's no lightrness altering along

the L* coordinates, but a color transformation in the edge segment along the a* axis from

green as the foreground to magenta as the background.

The spatial activity of the test image can be identified by the approach discussed in

previous session. The ouþut results of the directional operators divided the image into two
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disjoint partitions: the flat area and the area with ramp edges. Flat area means that no color

altering is detected and the ouþut of the directional operators is zero (i.e. the area inside the

circle and the solid background). On the other hand, when the ouþut of the directional

operators is larger thanzero, it indicates that there is color altering between the given pixel

and its neighbourhood, this pixel is classified to the ramp edge area. In this particular case,

obviously the transition ramp between circle and background is defined as area with edges.

Three types of noise models given by Equation (2.1) (2.2) and (2.4) are applied to

the test image separately to simulate the degradations, as listed in Table 4.1. 50 comrpted

images are generated independently for each type in the simulation. NMSE & NCD are

calculated as the average filtered ouþut of these 50 images processed. The original image

and the noise comrpted sample are shown in Fig. 4.1 - 4.4.

Gaussian noise (o : 30)

Impulsive noise (10% and pt : p2 : p3 : 0.25, pr0.25)

Gaussian noise (o : 3?),Impulsive noise (10% and pt : p2 : p3 : 0.25)

Table 4.1 Noise Distributions
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Figure 4-lOriginal Test Image Figure 4-2lmage Corrupted by Gaussian
noise

Figure 4-3 Image corrupted by impulsive noise Figure 44 lmage corrupted by mixed noise

o Effect of threshold Z

First, the effects of threshold T are studied on the performance of all three types of

noise models. Both the mean switch filter and the median switch filter are operated on a

filtering window, whose size is 5*5. The ouþut of these two switch filters are

demonstrated in Fig. 4-5 in terms of NMSE with respect to Ivalue altered in the range [0,

100]. Both filters give excellent results in the case of impulsive noise. A minimum of

NMSE is achieved at T:10 for both filters. In both cases of Gaussian noise and mixed

noise, the mean switch filter as expected reveals a better result than the median switch filter,

however, NMSE of the mean switch filter grow gradually as T increases and no obvious
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Figure 4-5 NMSE as a function of parameter kl, k3 (a) in impulsive noise case, (b) in Gaussian noise
case and (c) in mixed noise case
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minimum is depicted in Fig. 4-5 (b) and (c).

o Evaluations based on the spatial activity of the image

The second experiment with artificial images comrpted by different amounts of

noises focuses on the filter's ability to preserve edges and color consistency. By spatial

activity detecting approach discussed in preceding session 4.2.1, the test image is divided

into homogenous area and ramp area. Two measurements, NMSE (normalized Mean

Square error) and NCD (Norm alizedColor Difference), are used to objectively measure

the efficiency ofthe proposed switch filters and compare with the result of the Sigma f,rlter.

In the case of impulsive noise comrption, the switch scheme as expected gives

excellent results both in homogenous area and at the ramp (See Fig. 4-6 (a), (b), (c) and (d)).

Even the mean based switch filter can remove most of the noises, especially in terms of

NCD. This observation proves that a perceptually uniform color space contributes the

preservation of desired color to the switch scheme. Overall, the outcome of the switch

filters is much better than the Sigma filter, as both efñcient smoothing in the homogeneous

region and edge preservation at the ramp edge are achieved.

In the case of Gaussian noise, the mean switch filter's performance is close to the

Sigma filter's in terms of NMSE. In the ramp edge area (Fig. 4-7(a)), the Sigma filter

works slightly better than the mean switch filter when noise intensities are low, but when

the noise amounts increase, the mean switch filter ouþerforms the Sigma filter. In the flat

area (Fig. 4-7(b)), due to the nature of the mean filter, the mean switch filter gives the best

output. When NCD is considered, the Sigma filter and the mean switch filter give preffy
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much the same result for the ramp while the mean switch filter works best for flat area (Fig.

4-7(c) and (d)).

Concluded from above observations, the switch filters work best for the impulsive

noise comrpted image. However, because of the classic mean filter's ability to smooth

Gaussian noise, the mean based switch filter has a nice performance of handling Gaussian

noise comrpted image and preserving both necessary edge details and color information.

Figure 4-6 Comparison of the efficiency of the switch filters with Sigma filter for different amounts of
impulsive noise intensities, in terms of (a) NMSE in ramp edge area, (b) NMSE in homogenous area,
and (c) NCD in ramp area, (d) NCD in homogenous area
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Figure 4-7 Comparison of the efficiency of the switch fìlters with Sigma filter for different amounts of
Gaussian noise intensities, in terms of (a) NMSE in ramp edge area, (b) NMSE in homogenous area,
and (c) NCD in ramp area, (d) NCD in homogenous area

4.2.3 Evaluation Results of Natural Golor lmage

Natural color image is also processed to test the proposed filters' behaviour. The

image "building" is comrpted by the noise models listed in Table 4-1, respectively. We use

(d)
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mean based switch filter, median based switch filter, and Sigma f,ilter to remove the noises

from the image. All of the filters are performed with window size 5*5. Both NMSE and

NCD are the objective measures used to evaluate the efficiency of these noise removal

techniques.

Figure 4-8 Natural Test Image

Table 4.2 Comparison of the efficiency of the
filters, using the Building image corrupted by
Impulsive noise of (¿,=0. l, p ¡p 2:p 3:0.25)

Table 43 Comparison of the efliciency of the
filters, using the Building image corrupted by
Gaussian noise of æ30

Table 4.4 Comparison of the efficiency of the filters,

using tbe Building image corrupted by mixed impulsive and Gaussian noise

Median
Switch Filter

0.031501

Sigma Filter

0.1 97 1 86

0.022144 0.101926

Median
Switch Filrer 0.193810

Sigma Filter 0.012954
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Figure 4-9 the image corrupted by (a) Impulsive noise, (b) Gaussian noise and (c) mixed impulsive and
Gaussian noise. (d) - (f) images recovered by median switch filter, (g) - (i) images recovered by mean
switch filter, (i) - 0) images recovered by Sigma filter

The evaluation results show that the best result given by the switch scheme is for

the case of impulsive noise -- even the mean switch filter has removed almost all the noise,

the sky area is restored to a color of clear blue, and the thin line details on the building is

also preserved. In the case of Gaussian noise, the Sigma filter yields a more favourable

noise reduction result, while the mean switch filter seconds with slight lag especially in

terms of NCD. The median based switch filter did the worst because the median filter's

advantage is to suppress short tail noise. Though it still shows a strong performance along

the edges of large blocks, the detailed structures of the image has been smeared and

artificial patterns are produced. In the case of mixed impulsive and Gaussian noise, v/e can

observe that the switch filters can successfully remove the impulsive noise, but similar to

the Gaussian noise case, the restored images are not as good as those processed by Sigma

filter.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, the switch scheme has been proposed to process additive noise in

color images. The impulsive detector, which conducts the function of switching, can

effectively separate noise and noise-free pixels. Therefore, the switch filters not only have

an excellent performance on impulsive noise, but also preserve subtle details such as thin

lines and edges in the image.

The extension of the switch f,rlter to color image processing raises some important

issues into consideration, one of which is the variance stabilization transformation. The

vector representation of color requires vector filtering techniques to incorporate in the

framework. The measurement of color difference demands an appropriate distance

measurement to be calculated in a suitable color space so that CIE L*a*b* color space is

selected. However, the nonlinear transformation between RGB color space and L*a*b*

color space changes the noise's additivity properfy. Most of the noise removal techniques,

including the switch filter, were developed based on the assumption of additive noise, and

this assumption has to be restored in the filter's working color space by the variance

stabilization.

The simulation result demonstrates that the switch filters has excellent performance

on impulsive noise. Due to the nature of impulsive detector, the switch scheme performs

poorly on Gaussian noise. However, the employment of the mean filter in the framework

can remedy this weakness, and result in a general purpose filter when the noise is unknown

a priori. The experiments results of mean switch filter presented in the thesis show that this
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combination takes advantage of Gaussian noise removal ability and computational

simplicity from the mean filter.

In a summary, the contributions of my thesis are,

o Extended the nonlinear switch filter from greyscale image processing to color

image restoration. The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 of Session2.4.

@ Derived a transformation to stabilize noise variance which becomes signal

dependence after color space conversion.

c Demonstrated a nice combination of linear and nonlinear filter to work as a general

purpose filter when noise is unknown a priori.

Future work on the switch filter scheme for color image processing may be

considered in the following aspects.

The switch scheme in this work only applies a simple step function to determine

that the ouþut is either the input signal or the filter result. It's possible to utilize more

complicated switch algorithm, such as a ramp function, or an iterated switch algorithm [2 1 ],

to assign weightings to both input value and filter ouþut, so that mo¡e accurate result can

be obtained.

The switch filter scheme has already demonstrated its strong ability in impulsive

noise reduction. It may make further improvement to handle other types of noise provided

suitable denoising filter is employed and proper threshold is chosen. The mean switch filter

is a good example, but more filters can be evaluated.
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Although the variance stabilization transformation is a useful statistical technique

that has been applied to various applications, it's newly utilized to the area of color image

processing. The transformation formulae are derived based on the approximation of

Taylor series. Optimization may be developed to avoid errors introduced by the

approximation, as well as the properly of the transformation can be analysed further.
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